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**Synthetic Cinema, Remediation, and the Transformation of Archival TV Footage in American Historical Dramas of the 1990s and 2000s**

This paper intends to explore the relationship between the small screen and the big screen, by examining how American films classified as historical dramas insert and manipulate archival TV news footage, as an example of cinematic remediation. The insertion of newsreel footage in films suggests that History is, by definition, a narrative construct and subject to repetition and reinterpretation. Films such as *Forrest Gump* (Robert Zemeckis, 1996) and *JFK* (Oliver Stone, 1991) go further by directly manipulating the archival image / footage with editing and morphing techniques, inserting the lead characters into the newsreel. Others, like Steven Soderbergh’s *The Good German* (2006) merge archival footage with documentary-like aesthetics, confusing the relationship between representation and truth. These Remediations complicate the concepts of History and memory, as the cinema “would seem to be a medium that now refuses history in the traditional sense of origins, authenticity and documentation,” (Burgoyne, *The Hollywood Historical Film*, 2008, 223), deliberately resembling the past without corresponding to any historical reality. This paper will thus examine the diverse ways American historical dramas use and transform archival footage onto the big screen and the effects of such transformations on what it means to present and re-present History.
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